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Abstract. Most of existing Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approaches
for the Internet of Things (IoT) focus on means of modeling the behavior
of end devices. Little attention has been paid to network-related abstrac-
tions and communication control. The paper introduces an approach
towards enabling model-based communication control in a network of
things. First, we suggest a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to abstract
basic network features. Second, we propose a policy language to control
the communications within the network. Finally, as a proof-of-concept,
we present a code generation process to enforce the expressed policy at
runtime.

Keywords: Internet of Things · Model-Driven Engineering · Network-
ing · Publish/Subscribe · Communication Control.

1 Introduction

The IoT is reshaping our society’s relationship with information and technology.
Gartner reports that more than 8 billion connected devices are in use, and fore-
casts that this number will grow to 20.4 billion by 2020 [11]. Communication
is the backbone of the IoT, which consists of connecting various computational
platforms ranging from tiny and resource-constrained sensors and actuators to
smartphones and computers.

In the light of recent large-scale network attacks such as Mirai and Per-
sirai [29,31,16] targeting numerous devices, the need of new security approaches
with respect to communication has resurfaced. As a matter of fact, existing engi-
neering models for the IoT have shown their limits w.r.t security [19,27]. Indeed,
according to the SANS Institute, almost 90% of security professionals affirm that
changes to security controls are required when it comes to the IoT [24].

Most of these approaches are rather time-consuming and require learning
platform specificity in detail as well as expertise in order to build efficient and
secure IoT applications. Because of these difficulties, buggy and insecure IoT
applications may easily be delivered [14,27].
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MDE is an emerging and promising paradigm having the potential to over-
come such issues (e.g., platforms heterogeneity, inconsistent security specifica-
tion). All the more so that recently MDE has successfully been applied to adap-
tive and distributed systems, by the model@runtime approach [2] as well as in
model-driven security [1,20]. MDE can help in designing correct communica-
tions and secure systems by abstracting network and security features. Then, by
means of code generation tools, guarantee that properties are enforced at run-
time. Furthermore, it also allows for reasoning formally on models for various
purposes such as security analysis and threat assessment [21], to name just a
few. However, although the ongoing work on abstracting device heterogeneity
is rather significant [13,10,3,4], modeling then enforcing security policies in the
IoT is understudied.

This paper represents a first step towards a MDE approach focusing on com-
munication control in a network of distributed things. Our approach relies on the
abstract description of the network configuration and its communication policy
as well as a code generation process for enforcement at runtime.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a running example of
IoT system. Section 3 gives an overview of the existing works. Section 4 provides
our concrete solution based on a DSL and a code generation procedure. Finally,
Section 5 presents the conclusion and future work.

2 Running case

Fig. 1 depicts an overall view of a small running case, including the used material
as well as the possible interactions. We consider two rooms, each one containing
the following things: a Temperature Sensor (TS) and a Smart Air Conditioner
(SAC). A user monitors the temperature in both rooms, using a mobile inter-
face. From a technical perspective, we use Arduino boards for the sensors and
actuators in the network.

As customary in IoT, communication between things is ensured by a Publish
and Subscribe (PubSub) channel. A thing publishes its data to a topic, then
another thing can consume this data by subscribing to this topic. On the one
hand, the TSs collect the current temperature in the room and publish it to a
given topic in the broker. On the other hand, each SAC subscribes to the tem-
perature measurements of the room it is located in, in order to decide how to
behave. The monitor receives data from all devices and shows it on its screen and
commands remotely the SACs. Concretely, Message Queuing Telemetry Trans-
port (MQTT) is used as a PubSub communication channel and Mosquitto [17]
as an open-source MQTT PubSub broker. MQTT is a popular communication
protocol [5,18] to build applications where things need to collaborate towards a
common goal.

Fig. 2 depicts the internal behavior of the TS and SAC using statecharts.
In particular, the TS statechart’s state SendTemperature executes the action
of sending measurements through a channel. On the other side, the SAC state-
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Fig. 1. Overview of the running case
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Fig. 2. Behavior of things in the running case

State-of-art MDE tools for IoT allow developers to define such statecharts
and generate code from them. In particular, ThingML [13] is a DSL used to
model the things behavior as communicating event-based statecharts, typically
encapsulating platform-specific code (e.g., C code on Arduino).

To ensure secure interactions among things we need to control the communi-
cations using a network policy. A policy is a flexible means to secure a network,
through various control points. Controls can be enforced in the channel or di-
rectly in the devices. In particular, things cannot communicate between each
other unless they are authorized to do so. For example, we have to ensure that
the SAC from room 1 can only access the temperature data of room 1, and is
denied access to data of room 2. Moreover, to avoid an unexpected behavior in
the SAC, we use the policy to allow for communication between the SAC and
the sensors only when the temperature is within a given range. For example the
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SAC can receive temperature measurements only when it is between -20◦C and
50◦C.

Existing MDE approaches like ThingML do not include a model of the net-
work, thus hampering global reasoning on the network behavior, and lack mech-
anisms to model and enforce security measures.

3 Related work

ThingML [13] proposes a methodology for the IoT using established MDE tech-
niques [23]. The language has shown its efficiency at abstracting hardware and
programming languages [22,30]. The approach provides a DSL to design the
things’ internal behavior using statecharts and an extensible multi-platform code
generation framework. The latter also provides a plug-in system to add a network
client to things. However, abstractions w.r.t communication are rather minimal
in the DSL, simply consisting in declaring the used protocol and its attributes.

Eclipse Vorto [10] provides a solution to abstract the device capabilities into
functions. A function consists of a set of attributes and a set of operations using
the attributes. The functions are grouped inside a model to describe the behavior
of the device. Code generators for various platforms permit to produce code from
this model. The solution also offers a repository to share and reuse models and
code generators. Compared to ThingML, modeling the device behavior is limited,
only few operations are achievable. Communication is not modeled.

SensIDL [26] provides a MDE approach to tackle the data format hetero-
geneity among IoT devices. Indeed, a developer describes a platform-agnostic
representation of the data generated by devices. Then, a multi-platform code
generator produces the communication interfaces as well as the mechanisms to
encode and decode this data on every device. Abstraction w.r.t to the network
as well as security are not covered. In addition, contrary to ThingML, modeling
of the device behavior is not included in the process.

Most of the existing MDE approaches that address network-related modeling,
target Wireless Sensor and Actuators Networks (WSAN). For instance in [9], the
authors map the Specification and Description Language (SDL) with TinyOS
component models to enable a formal description of communication protocols.
Then, a general scheme for creating code from these models is proposed.

From a security perspective, Basin et. al [1] present a comprehensive overview
of model-driven security approaches. The considered works allow for modeling
security requirements along with the system design, and generate security mech-
anisms at runtime. The authors show, using a concrete example, how a security
policy model is transformed by a code generation tool to control the behavior
of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) at runtime. However, distributed systems
such as the IoT and platform heterogeneity are not considered.

In [21], Mavropoulos et al. suggest a metamodel to describe IoT systems
along with their security aspects. In this respect, a DSL is used to abstract
hardware, software, social and security concepts. The approach is not meant for
code generation, but rather for security analysis and visualization.
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The OASIS consortium provides a framework to express and enforce commu-
nication policies. It defines a language called eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language (XACML) to express an Access Control (AC) policy in Extensible
Markup Language (XML) format [6]. It relies on a request-response model, AC
decisions are taken dynamically. It also defines the mechanisms to process this
policy. The security framework needs systematically a centralized Policy Deci-
sion Point (PDP) to evaluate access requests vis-a-vis the policy, while we are
interested in distributing the enforcement of the security policy.

Mart́ınez et al. [20] propose a model-driven reverse engineering approach
to obtain a Platform-Independent Model (PIM) of the global AC policy in a
network. The approach uses the firewalls configuration files in the system to
extract all AC rules. Those rules are transformed into PIMs for each firewall
then merged into a global AC model. A XACML policy can be easily generated
from this model. We plan to provide an integrated modeling language for the
IoT, including device behavior and network structure, and a policy language on
top of those.

4 Approach

Our objective is providing a model-based methodology to control communica-
tions in a network of heterogeneous, distributed and connected devices. In this
paper we design the main components of this methodology: a DSL to model IoT
networks (Section 4.1), a policy language to control the network communications
(Section 4.2), and a code generation process to enforce the expressed policy at
various points of the architecture (Section 4.3). Our proposal is built on top of
ThingML, from which we reuse the models of the thing behavior and the multi-
platform code generator. The language development is open, and source code
can be accessed online 3.

Throughout the paper, we use the running case to illustrate different facets
of the methodology. For the sake of simplicity, we use a basic authentication
mechanism, identifying things by a username and a password. Moreover, consid-
erations on trust are beyond the scope of the paper.

4.1 DSL for network modeling

To express the features of the network we define a textual language whose meta-
model is depicted in Fig. 3. We use Xtext [12] to define the grammar of the
concrete textual syntax.

A thing’s internal behavior is described by importing a ThingML model.
Listing 1.1 depicts the declaration of the things in the example. For instance,
import Temperature ” t e m p e r a t u r e . t h i n g m l ” imports the model (i.e., stat-
echart) of the TS.

Network communication is abstracted by a concept of channel . The current
language supports only one type of channels, channel : pubsub. We plan to

3 https://github.com/atlanmod/iotdsl
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Introduced by ThingML New metaclasses Future extensions

Fig. 3. Metamodel of the DSL

include other types of channel, such as request-reply (e.g., HTTP, CoAP). As it
can be seen in Listing 1.2, a PubSub channel may contain multiple topics. The
keyword subtopicOf provides a basic hierarchical structure for the topics.

The networkConfig section describes the global network topology. For in-
stance, it defines which instances of things and channels are available in the net-
work, then it binds a things’ ports to channels to create a communication scheme.
Listing 1.3 provides a configuration of the running case. A networkConfig has
a domain, that is unique and serves as a global identifier for the network [25].
For instance, in our running case we use the domain in the topic structure as
the root topic of the channel. A bind declaration connects a thing’s port to a
PubSub channel, by subscribing or publishing to its topics.

A networkConfig can also enforce a policy in the network. Multiple policies
can be enforced. For instance, in Listing 1.3, both r o l e B a s e d P o l i c y as well as
a t t r i b u t e B a s e d P o l i c y are enforced. Control strategies are discussed further
in the next section.
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1 import Temperature ”temperature.thingml” assigned sensor // assigned role sensor
2 import AirConditionner ”airconditionner.thingml” assigned actuator
3 import Monitor ”monitor.thingml” assigned actuator

Listing 1.1. Import of ThingML files

1 channel:pubsub MQTTChannel {
2 topic room1 // One topic per room
3 topic room2
4 topic temperatureData1 subtopicOf room1
5 topic commands1 subtopicOf room1
6 topic temperatureData2 subtopicOf room2
7 topic commands2 subtopicOf room2
8 }

Listing 1.2. Definition of channels

4.2 Policy language

A policy contains a set of rules. We define a rule as the composition of a subject
(Thing, InstanceThing, Port or Role), a permission (allow or deny), an action
(send or receive) and an object (Thing, InstanceThing, Port, Message or Topic).
At this stage we only cover few mechanisms of the Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) [7] and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [15] security models.
You can find examples of the policy language in Listings 1.4 and 1.5.

As an illustration we apply these control strategies in our running case. The
main goal is to avoid any unexpected behavior from the network.

RBAC. This is a coarse-grained strategy consisting of defining roles then as-
signing them to things. All the permissions given to a role will be applied to
all things with that role. This allows to decouple permissions from the concrete
development of things.

In our running case we define two roles: one for sensors and one for actuators.
The first role gives only send permission to all topics while the second one gives
only receive permission from all topics. We assign the sensor role to the TS, the
actuator role to the SAC, and both roles to the monitor as it needs to receive
the temperature and to send commands to the SAC. Listing 1.4 shows how this
is defined.

ABAC. A more fine-grained strategy consists on dynamically deciding to allow
the communication, based on contextual attributes. As a proof-of-concept we
provide basic ABAC mechanisms.

For instance, in Listing 1.5, the rule in line 2 allows communication based on
the source and destination ports (Temperature . t e m p e r a t u r e P o r t and Monitor

. t e m p e r a t u r e P o r t ). Lines 4-5 specify that only temperature messages whose
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1 networkConfig smarthomeConfiguration {
2 domain ”fr.naomod.smarthome”
3 enforce roleBasedPolicy, attributeBasedPolicy
4 ....// Instances declaration
5 bind instanceTS1.temperaturePort => MQTTChannel{temperatureData1}
6 bind instanceTS2.temperaturePort => MQTTChannel{temperatureData2}
7 bind instanceSAC1.temperaturePort <= MQTTChannel{temperatureData1}
8 bind instanceSAC2.temperaturePort <= MQTTChannel{temperatureData2}
9 bind instanceSAC1.commandsPort <= MQTTChannel{commands1}

10 bind instanceSAC2.commandsPort2 <= MQTTChannel{commands2}
11 bind instanceMonitor.temperaturePort <= MQTTChannel{temperatureData1,

temperatureData2}
12 bind instanceMonitor.commandsPort => MQTTChannel{commands1}
13 bind instanceMonitor.commandsPort2 => MQTTChannel{commands2}
14 }

Listing 1.3. Network configuration (=> publish, <= subscribe)

1 policy roleBasedPolicy {
2 rule role:sensor allow:send topic:room1,room2
3 rule role:actuator allow:receive topic:room1,room2
4 }

Listing 1.4. Role-Based policy

value is in a certain range, can be communicated. Being able to decide based on
the content of the communication, provides a fine granularity for access control.

4.3 Code generation process

Our code generation process is depicted in Fig. 4. The code generator takes
as input a file containing the networkConfig . It performs two main functions:
first it transforms ThingML models to bind them with specific network channels,
second it enforces the policy at various enforcement points.

As depicted in Fig. 5, controls are enforced at various points of the network
architecture: 1) in the broker, by controlling the access to topics, or 2) in the
thing by changing its internal behavior in the model.

For our previous RBAC example, controls are applied only in the broker. In
particular, our current generator is able to produce Access Control Rules (ACR)
for the Mosquitto, specifying which MQTT topics can be accessed by each thing.

Content-based policies, like in Lines 4-5 of Listing 1.5, cannot usually be
implemented in the broker because, for performance reasons, only few brokers
provide content-based PubSub [28]. In this case, the control will be performed
in the things rather than the broker, during the operations of send and receive.
Distributed content-based PubSub has also the advantage to be more scalable
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1 policy attributeBasedPolicy {
2 rule Temperature.temperaturePort allow:send port:Monitor.temperaturePort
3 rule Temperature.temperaturePort allow:send thing:AirConditionner
4 rule Monitor allow:receive message:temperatureMessage.currentTemperature <

50 and temperatureMessage.currentTemperature > −20
5 rule Temperature allow:send message:temperatureMessage.currentTemperature

< 100
6 }

Listing 1.5. Attribute-Based policy
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Fig. 4. Code generation procedure

and flexible. It avoids the ”single point of failure” risk associated with control
on the broker. This also contributes to a better security by design [8] as well as
to reduce the attack surface of the thing.

In our language we can decide to control communication on the send or
receive. As shown in Fig. 2, the TS sends its data in the SendTemperature

state. To implement the rule in Line 5 of Listing 1.5 the generator adds an
i f condition before performing the send in the SendTemperature state, as
shown in Listing 1.6. Temperature measurement is sent only when it is lower
than 100. Likewise, Fig. 2 also shows that the SAC can receive this data at
the WaitTemperature state. To control the temperature received by the SAC
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1 if (currentTemperature<100) { // Added control
2 temperaturePort!temperatureMessage(currentTemperature)
3 }

Listing 1.6. Control on send in ThingML

according to the rule in Line 4 of Listing 1.5, the generator adds a guard to the
incoming event, as shown in Listing 1.7. Temperature is accepted only when it
is between -20 and 50.

Controlling communication on receive requires checking whether the message
satisfies the control conditions before reception. The message can still be inter-
cepted by other nodes, and demands superfluous processing from the thing for
a message, that probably will not be used. When communication is controlled
on send, the message remains in the thing until it satisfies the control condi-
tions, this is more secure as the thing keep control over the message. However a
malicious developer could easily remove a control on send, with the objective of
controlling another connected device.

5 Conclusion

We extended the current work on MDE for the IoT with a model-based commu-
nication control approach. In this respect, we proposed a DSL to tackle the lack
of network modeling.

1 internal event receivedTemperature : temperaturePort?temperatureMessage
2 guard receivedTemperature.currentTemperature < 50
3 and receivedTemperature.currentTemperature > −20 // Added control
4 action do
5 ... // Actions
6 end

Listing 1.7. Control on receive in ThingML
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Network-related abstractions are proposed. The study focuses on PubSub
communication channels and permit to model a network of things. Communica-
tion control is achieved using rule-based policies. The proposed policy language
permits to describe basic concepts of established security models such RBAC
and ABAC.

A code generation process enforces the policy at various points of the network
architecture. In this respect, AC rules are generated to be deployed in the broker
and things’ internal behavior may be modified.

In future work, we will enrich this first approach with more network-related
abstractions. Then, we will formalize the model transformations of ThingML
models using the AtlanMod Transformation Language (ATL). Finally, we plan
to improve the security mechanisms already in place with smarter controls dis-
tribution throughout the enforcement points.
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